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content. The multiple options for accessing
information are so abundant that a preference
has developed to watch and consume screens
rather than make time to write and read material
that is likely more accurate (Agee, 2005). While
an easy argument can be made that
photography is becoming extinct as an art due to
increased consumption, acknowledgement
should be given to photographers and artists
who use the technology meaningful ways to
raise smart questions and share a unique,
creative perspective that may have not been
possible with traditional or even digital
photography alone.

A Brief History: Instant Photography

“Industrial societies turn their citizens into
image-junkies; it is the most irresistible form of
mental pollution... That most logical of
nineteenth-century aesthetes, Mallarme, said
that everything in the world exists in order to end
in a book. Today everything exists to end in a
photograph” (1977).

Edwin Land introduced one-step instant camera
to the Optical Society of America in 1947 that
created an immediate and tangible photographic
image that could be given away or kept in photo
album called a Polaroid. Later, the camera’s
features were improved, featuring image
development within an integral film envelope
when ejected from the front of the camera upon
exposure. After several seconds, an image
appeared within a white square border under a
glossy surface. The act of photographing with a
Polaroid became a social experience centered
on taking the picture and gathering around to
watch the “magic” of development. With a rich
color palette and one-of-a-kind image, artists
such as Andy Warhol and Nan Goldin saw the
value of instant photography which eventually
earned a place on gallery and museum walls.
Ultimately, the advent of digital (particularly
Photoshop) in the late 1990s once again
revolutionized the medium.

The concern is more valid today as images, both
untouched and manipulated, are mindlessly
stored on our devices and dumped online for the
world to access with assumed low expectations
for high quality content. In fact, the trend of
aliteracy, the ability to read yet choose not to,
may also be a contributor to the influx of visual

Also by the 2000s, owning a cell phone was vital
to maintaining connection at anytime and
anyplace. The camera and phone eventually
became united into a single ubiquitous device
that would eliminate the need to carry multiple
devices and more importantly, connect and
share both textual and visual information with

Mona Lisa in Duck Face (artist and date unknown)

Introduction: Image-Junkies or
Image-Makers?
Smartphone devices have become prevalent in
our lives and serves as a communication tool
that virtually connects communities together
through social media. Almost 40 years ago,
writer Susan Sontag argued in her book, On
Photography:

each other. Now, smartphones such as the
Apple iPhone 6s is capable of shooting 12
megapixel images that can be remotely shared
on the web within seconds through an app.

The Death of Photography?
Much like shooting with a Polaroid camera was
a social act, snapping pictures with our phones
have now become the default way of capturing
moments. Back in 1990 before camera phones
existed, design theorist Anne-Marie Willis was
concerned with the digitized direction that the
medium was adopting:
“In some ways, we are facing the death of
photography – but as in movie fiction, the corpse
remains and is re-animated, by a mysterious
new process, to inhabit the earth like a zombie.
Imagery that look photographic will continue to
exist, but its means of production is undergoing
radical changes. One question is, will we still
continue to believe in appearances?” (198).
The convenience of smartphones and the
cameras inside of them may be building a wall
and preventing engagement with the moment.
Taking pictures with the phone becomes an
activity itself, and replaces memories with the
composition of the image (Figure 1).

Psychological scientist Linda Henkel calls this
phenomenon the “photo-taking impairment
effect,” the reliance on technology to remember
rather than fully engaging in the experience
being recorded (2014). Today’s
overconsumption has led to some
photographers declaring the end of an art form
while others believe that the process has just
become lazy (Jeffries, 2013).
The ability to take many pictures in quick
succession may be impacting the ability to really
pay attention to how the subject is framed within
the viewfinder. With the smartphone camera,
users do not have to know what aperture and
shutter speed is in order to take a “good”
photograph. Instead, with just few touches,
pinches, and push or tap of a small button, a
great, high quality image can be made or even
automated.
Some Polaroid photographers have distanced
themselves from digital and smartphone
photography, arguing that today’s digital images
can be mass duplicated and manipulated
without the image even being printed, while
Polaroids are transcended into unique, tangible
objects that accurately records the how the
image was framed at that moment. Senior

Figure 1: Gabriel Bouys for AFP/ Getty Images, People take pictures of Pope Francis with their cell phones during a special audience
for the Cassano allo Jonio diocese at the Vatican on February 21, 2015.

curator Dag Spicer of the Computer History
Museum compared Polaroids with digital
photography in the film Time Zero: The Last
Year of Polaroid Film:
“[...] People took more care in taking
photographs because film was actually
expensive and you didn’t want to waste film. It
seemed like a bigger deal to get people together
for a photograph…the most trivial concerns of
our civilization are now being photographed and
videotaped and distributed widely” (Hamilton,
2012).

Replacing Photographers with
iPhones: The Sun-Times Controversy
Concern that the ease of mobile technology and
social media will replace quality with more
content manifested when the Chicago SunTimes laid off 28 staff photographers in 2013
amid a reason that readers wanted more video
content through the website. After the layoffs,
plans were revealed to train Sun-Times
reporters in iPhone camera basics to capture
their own images while on assignment and
reduce the need to hire freelance professional
photographers. The major flaw of this plan was
that the photographers were already trained and
experienced to not only use equipment including
iPhones, but they understood how to pay
attention to visual detail that contributes to the
art of the image and its narrative, which takes
more than a few iPhone tutorials and workshop
sessions.
After public outcry and increased dependence
on stock images and low quality video content,
the Sun-Times rehired 4 of the laid-off
photographers as “multimedia journalists”
(Kirkland, 2014). However, as media and how
we access it changes, such business decisions
and layoffs will continue. In January 2015,
Sports Illustrated eliminated their photography
staff in lieu of using photography and video
content uploaded by local freelancers.

A New Medium
When photography came into public awareness
in 1839 through Louis Daguerre, an immediate
impact was felt on the art world, particularly
painting. The way of duplicating and
memorializing reality changed; instead of
commissioning a painter to create a family

portrait, patrons could pose for a considerably
smaller period of time in a photography studio.
Opportunity in treating the medium as a fine art
was seen by many like Julia Margaret Cameron
who used the camera as a tool to create
ephemeral and dreamlike images comparative
to today’s Photoshop effects. Others began
using photography to illustrate important events
and issues such as child laborers photographed
by Lewis Hine, a contributor to the practice of
photojournalism.
Since photography threatened drawing and
painting as the dominant fine art in the past, we
should instead consider that the rapid pace of
smartphone camera technology is an evolution
of the medium and an expansion of newer ways
of artistic expression and seeing our world.
There are photographers who smartly use the
technology and visually reference past use of
the medium such as Joshua White, who
explains that his smartphone “seems fitting,
serving as a way to bridge my distracted life and
my love of science and nature” (White, 2015)
(Figure 2).

Figure 2: Joshua White, from A Photographic Survey
of the American Yard (ongoing project)

Social Media as Smartphone
Photography’s Stage
Social media and aggregation of smartphone
photography on platforms like Flickr and
Instagram enables inclusivity of new and diverse
perspectives. Museums and galleries are more
exclusive and dependent on gatekeepers such
as curators and gallerists who control what kind
of photographs their audience will see.

A sea change in exclusivity is occurring as both
professionals and amateurs already use social
media and websites to promote portfolios that
can be accessed 24/7 from any device
connected to a web network. The ubiquity of
smartphone cameras also allows the user to
photograph a new image quickly, edit in an app,
upload, and receive immediate feedback within
minutes.
The gatekeepers are seeing the value of social
media and its ability to discover fresh talent as
more fine art institutions are organizing
exhibitions featuring smartphone photography,
such as the Columbus Museum of Art in Ohio
that opened the exhibition, Mobile Photo Now, in
February 2015 as the largest mobile
photography exhibition at a major US museum
(Figure 3). Jon Burris, executive director at
Artspace at Untitled, an art gallery in Oklahoma
City, explained that this evolution of technology
is cyclical going back to the introduction of the
Polaroid, and eventually, “people will free up
their thinking more…” with mobile photographs
hanging in a museum beside traditional silvergelatin prints (Lodi, 2013).

Figure 4: @socialitybarbie (Darby Cisneros) on Instagram,
"Waking up at 10am was so worth it to get that perfect light
& fog” (2015)

Human users who like and comment on her
photos know that “Barbie” is not real, but the art
is the interaction with the photographs online.
Cisneros confirmed her frustration with social
media, specifically Instagram, as an inspiration
to begin the Socality Barbie account as an
outlet:
“I started [Socality Barbie] as a way to poke fun
at all the Instagram trends that I thought were
ridiculous. [It] has open the door to a lot of great
discussions like: how we choose to present
ourselves online, the insane lengths many of us
go to create the perfect Instagram life, and
calling into question our authenticity and
motives” (Garrett, 2015).

Conclusion: As Often as Your
Pencil…

Figure 3: Mobile Photo Now exhibit at Columbus Museum
of Art in Ohio (2015)

Not all photographs need to be printed to be
considered engaging art pieces, as proven by
“Socality Barbie”, a parody of visual and social
culture that uses interactive media as a
performance platform. Created by Darby
Cisneros, “Barbie” is a young woman who uses
her iPhone and the mobile photo app,
Instagram, to upload selfies and everyday
photos that show her on vacations, eating at
cool restaurants, and wearing stylish clothes to
show off her authentic life (Figure 4).

In a Polaroid corporate short film, The Long
Walk, Land gives a monologue on the future of
photography and he describes a device that is
theorized to be a vision of smartphone
photography which Apple would later be known
for innovating and improving with each
subsequent release of the iPhone:
“The camera would [be] like the telephone,
something that you use all day long. Whenever
an occasion arises in which… you cannot trust
your memory… A camera that you would use as
often as your pencil or your eyeglasses”
(Bonanos, 2013).
New technology does necessarily not kill artistry,
but provides a challenge to push its possibilities.
Maybe we are becoming overwhelmed and over
consumed with images, but well-composed and

thoughtful photographs will always capture the
imagination. Just as photographers and artists
displayed ingenuity during the rise of digital,
instant, and the field of photography itself, they
will continue to push artistic and intellectual
boundaries of the medium in any form.
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